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                     ,
                   Mitsuhiro Motokawa

      /
                       Abstract i

     Electron spin resonances of Fe5+ and iyLn2+ ions in

antiferromagnetic FeC12 were investigated at low temper-

atures using various microwaves under pulsed magnetic

fields. ExperimentaM results show that these impurities ,

Å}n FeCl2 occupy rnainly the substitutional position and
couple with host Fe2+ spins by considerebly weak ex-

change interactions. Using a metamagnetic prop'erty of

FeC12, these resonances were investigated both above and

below the critical Åíield Hc and the intralayer and inter--

layer exchange fields Hl and H2 upon these impurities

were analysed as are given by
     Hl (AF) = 8.0 kOe R2 (AF) = LF.2 koe for Fe5" spins,

                                                 2+ .     Hl kF) = 21.6 k04 H2 (AF) = 15.8 kOe for Mn                                                    sp:ns,

where AF and F mean the antiferrom:.gnetic and ferromagnetic
                             2+                                spins, respectively.exchange interactions with Fe

'- i '



We also investigated the EsR of interstitial Fe5+ impurity

which lies between the Cl-Cl layers and found that the
exchange interaction with neighboring Fe2+ spin is ferro-

magnetic. when the iyin2+ impurity concentration increases,

Mn2+--im2+ intralayer pair resonance could be observed and

it was Åíound that the pair coupling is ferromagnetic and
weak (4koe) compared with the Mn2+-Fe2+ intralayer exchange

interaction.
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 I. Introduction.
     tVtKC"
     )4{H+y worke on electron spin resonance experiments
            dehehay{U been s#uSL+ed with developments of microwave techmiques

in several decades. Ferro- or antiferromagnetic resonance

has also investigated by many researchers because it was

very powerful to determine precisely the anisotropy energy

of ordered magnetic materials, and most of main problems

in ferro- or antiferromagnetic ,resonance have been solved

satisfactorily. Mhese works, however, concern with infor--

mations about motions of the net spins, i.e. those of spin

waves as a whole spin system, and there are no report oÅí

the impurity spin resonance or the localized spin wave excit-

ations in ferro- or antiferromagnetic materials. Generaily

speaking, it is difficult to observe the motions of impurity

spins in ordered magnetic substances separating them from

the net motion of host spins. Usually, one can observe

only resonances of host spins slightly disturbed by the

impurity spins accompanying with a small shift or a broaden-

ing effect of the resonance line width. But it is possible

to observe the separated motion of impurity spins or

impurity-localized spin waves without exciting the host

spin system if magnetic characters of the host and impurity

spins are considerably different fTom each other.

The theoretical treatments of this problem were discussed
   'recently in the case of ferromagnetic impurity in ferro--
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                                       'magnet,(i) antiferromagnetic one in ferromagnet(2) and

ferro- or antiÅíerromagnetic impurity in antiferromagnet(5)

by calculating the localized spin wave modes arround the
                                                    o
impurity.

     We investigated the magnetic resonance of a single

crystal of FeC12 containing a small amount of ferric ion

by microwaves of the 55, 50 and 70 Gc/sec regions at

liguid helium temperatures using a pulsed magnetic field

up to 50 kOe, and several resonance lines having systematic

frequency dependences were observed. Considering the

frequency and angular dependences, absorption intensities

and the temperature variation of the resonance lines, we

concluded that these resonances came from the substitutional
and interstitial Fe5+ impurity spins in FeC12, and reported

as the first observation of such an electron spin resonsnce
of impurity spin in metamagnetic substance.(4) it was

shown that since the exchange interaction between impurity

spins and host spins is sufÅíiciently weak comparing with

that of the host spins themselves, the impurity spins

behave nearly freely as "paramagnetic" in the effective
molecular field for the substitutionai Fe5+ impurity.
                                                   ,
The intralayer and interlayer exchange interactions between
Fe5+ spin and Fe2+ spins were determined by investigating

both the antiferro- and ferromagnetic spin configurations

of the host spin system under external magnetic fields.
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On the other hand, spin resonance comes from the inter•-
stitial Fe5+ impurity was investigated recently and the

exchange interaction between Fe2+ and the interstitial

Fe5+ are estimated to be fairly strong and ferromagnetic.

     Similar experiments have been done on single crystals

of FeC12 mixed with isomorphous rYinC12 ( O.1 ey 7.9, O/o ),

                                      'CoCl2 ( 2 O/o ) and NiCl2 ( 2 e26 ), and substitutional

impurity spin resonances were observed for im2+ impurity

but no resonance was observed for other mixtures.
                                                    eMoreover, it was found that specimens containing severai
percent of Mn2+ show a systematie line structure and it is

attributed to the resonance which comes from Mn2+-Mn2+

pairs in FeCi2.

     In this paper, a brief survey of the crystal structure

of FeC12 and its magnetic properties are described in the

next section, and the experimental techniques are mentioned

in the section III. Experimental results and discussions Otl'e
                                             'shown in the section ZV dividing into four cases, namely
     Q) substitutional Fe5+ impurity spin resonance in

         FeC12,
     (2) substitutionai im2+ impurity spin resonance in

         FeCl2s
     (s) Interstitial Fe5+ impurj.ty spin resonance in

         FeC12b
                           2+                                2+     (4) Substitutional Mn                                   pairs in FeC12.                             -Mn
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These experimental results and further discussions are

sumarized in the concluding Temarks as wiil be shown in

the last section.

Il. Crystal structure and magnetic properties of FeC12.

     The crystal structure of this compound is isomorphous

with CdC12 having the hexagonal layer structure in which

each lsyers of ferrous ions are separated by two layers of
chlorine ions and its space group is Ds5d-•R5m. rehe chlorine

ions form nearly a cubic elose-packed lattice and a ferrous

ion lies at the center of an chlorine octahedron of which

three fold axis coincides with the c-axis. The main part

of a crystalline field, therefore, is of cubic symmetry

and in addition to it, there is a trigonal crystalline

field parallel to the c-axis arising from slight distor-

tion of the octahedron. A ferroUs ion has six nearest

neighbor ferrous ions in the same layer and six next nearest

neighbor ferrous ions in two adjacent layers. The lattice
                                       o* Oconstants are determined to be a=5.58 A and c=17.54 A.

Simpiified models of the arrangements are shown in Fig.i

(a), (b) and (c). Other anhydrous chlorides such as MnC12,'

' Recently the neUtron research group(5) reported the

                            ospacing of FeC12 and a=5.60 A.
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CoC12 and NiC12 are isomorphous with FeC12 having similar
                                                       'iattice parameters.

     The magnetic properties of FeC12 has been first
discussed by Landau(6) and the static magnetic measurements

were performed by starr, Bitter and Kaufmann,(7) Bizette

et al.(8) and recently by ono et al.(9) Theoretical treat-

ments were done by N6ei(IO) and Kanamoni'Sll) and the anti-

ferromagnetic properties of this crystal is now well known.

There is a strong ferromagnetic exchange interaction among
                                 )the intralayer ferrous ions, whiLel the interlayer interaction

is weak and antiferromagnetic. A strong uniaxial anisotropy

favoring the c-axis is rqvealed by susceptibility and magne-

tization measurements and for this reason, FeC12 shows a

antiferromagnetic-ferromagnetic transition, i.e. the meta-

magnetic transition, when an external magnetic field is

applied, along the c-axis and exceeds the critical field Hc.
                                     (5)                                         supports• this model.Mhe neutron diÅíraction investigation

Schematic view of the spin configuration is shown in Fig. 2.
Recently, Moessbauer study(12) and the precise magnetization

                          Ameasurements were done by Ono et al. who determined the
                                        2+                                           ion. They alsoground state electronic structure of Fe

show•' that the saturation vaiue oÅí magnetization is Z".55 pB

and the most favourable value of the critical field Hc is

11.6 kOe. An example of the magnetization in FeC12 is

iliustrated in Fig. 5. Antiferromagnetic resonance of FeC12

-7-
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 single crystal was observed by Jacobs et al.(l5) who

 showed the zero-field resonance energy to be 16 cm-1.

He also showed that the effective g--value of Fe2+ ion is

about 4.0, assuming the ground state fictitious spin S=l.

In our experiment, it is found that the critical field Hc

shows a hysteresis under a pulsed magnetic fieid. As is

shown in Fig.4, the critical field under an increasing

field is 14 kOe whereas it shifts to 9.5 kOe when a decreas-
                           'ing field is applied.

III. Experimental Procedures.

(1) Preparation of specimens.

     The single crystal of FeC12 and mixed crystals with
MnC12, CoC12, and NiC12 were m'ade from commer9tially availa-

ble hydrates. The hydrated powders of these compounds were
          •xdehydrated in vacLtum with gradualiy increasing temperature
up to 2000C for a week. ffhe prod'Åëts of anhydrous Åíerrous

chloride were re-heated in a pyrc}r tube up to 6500C to

sublimate pure ferrous chloride ir). order to eliminate ferric

chloridrt and oxychloride. The sit'blimed powder was then packed

into a q"rnrtz ainple and was seaie`'l away in vacuum. After

treatment t•he ample was kept in ;e furnace with a heat gradi-

ent of 2 O{-•/cm at 50eC and the" it was slowly coolea down']
)f'

   Dry I'l•Cl g,.as v•;as filled in the powder contantl.n.er severa:1

 times for r,e:pid. at,'td perfedt aehydrct"'tion.

                          -8-



to room temperatures taking about 48 hours. The obtained

single crystal is brown and fairly transparent and easily

crevabable along the c-plane.

     In spite of these careful treatment of making single
crystals, a sman amount of Fe5+ impurity could not be

reJected. According with the usual method of analytical

chemistry, KCNS solution containing a little amount of HCI
was used for testing Fe5+ ion and the result shows that it

is inevitable to have the Fe5+ impurity of about O.1 atomic

       (7)           even in the best single crystal of FeCl2.percent

As wiU be shown in the next seetion, this fact is in good

agreement with the resonance data concerning with the

absorption intensity of the corresponding resonance lines.

However, there is a difficult problem about the impurity

states. Because of the charge neutrality principle in
crystai, Fe5+ ion shouxd accompany Fe2+ defect or excess

Cl ion of which we have no information at present.
                                            2+                                               defect andPresumabiy the crystal contains both the Fe
Fe5+ impurity and oniy a Fe5+ ion can act as a resonance

center. ]?ossible models of Fe2+ defect -Fe5+ coupled

center will be discussed later. Other impurities such as

5d or 4f transition element.s in pure as-grown crystal were
also checked but there wrRs! no impurity except Fe5+ ion.

For example, cu2+ impurity was less than o.ol %.

(2) Microwave equipments and cryostats.

                             7
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      Microwaves used for the experiment are in the

frequency range of 55 rv 90 Gc/sec. Usual experimentai
apparatus and techmiques(14) were used to observe the

resonances.

      Cut view of the cryostat is shown in Fig. 5.

The microwave transmission method was used for all frequency

regions. German silver wave guide with a wall thickness oÅí

O.5 mm was useful to prevent fast evaporation of liquid

helium. Specimens were always immersed in the liquid

helium bath in order to secure the precise temperature of

the specimens. The microwave loss and frequencY shift oÅí

the resonant cavity due to the filling up of liquid heiium

are practically negligible.

     A pulsed magnet coil is placed at the bottom of the

liquid helium dewar bessel as is shown in Fig. 5.

Vertical pulsed field was applied to the resonant cavity so

that it was necessary to rotate the specimen perpendicularly

to the pulsed field axis to get the ang"lar dependence of

the resonance pattern. Mhe mechanism of this rotational

method is illustrated in Fig. 6.

(5) Generation of high pulsed magnetic fields•

     There has been a growing interest in the production

and use of high magnetic fields for several decades and

it would not be necessary to show here the generai process

of producing the pulsed Åíields. The state of high Åíield

                          -i lio •--
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production and current reseach activities have been

summarized at the Znternational Conference in High Magnetic
        (15)Fields.

     An Application of the pulsed fields to antiferromagnetic
resonance was first performed by Foner(l6) (17) (18) who

observed the resonance in Cr20s and in its rnhxed crystals

with A120s. As there are several diÅíferences and new

developments in the production and measurement of pulsed

fields compared with the Foneis work, we'show our experi-

mental procedure compering with his one.

     The block diagram of the experiment is 111ustrated

in Fig. 7. Electrolytic condensors of 500 volt and 5000 pF

were used for the energy bank of the magnetic fields which

w-as produced by discharging through Sendaitron, a kind of

laboratory ignitron developed at Tohoku University.

Use of the electolytic condensor is generally not desirable

because it is weak when appiied voltage is transiently

reversed. But as the Sendaitron is a sharp one-way tube,

there is no oscillational cuTrent in the coil and condenso]?

system and any serious accidents could not be anticipated.

Merits of using electroiytic condensor are lew cost and

compactness of the condensor bank.

     Making the first impulse from a push button, two

pulses are generated by the monostable multivibrator and

interval of two pulses can be controled from 1 to 100 p

r
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seconds. The first pulse triggers the synchroscope or the

memoriscope and the second pulse is used for the triggering

of the pulsed magnetic field. Such two puise system is

convenient to see the early stage oÅí magnetic fields and

associated resonance phenomena. On the other hand, the

delaying unit of the synchroscope can be used of one wishes

to see the later stage of the pulsed field and the related

                  'resonances.

     We made several coils for generating suitable pulsed

magnetic fields and a typical example of coil data is as

follows: L=522.6 pH, RsoooK=1.405 •g")L, R4.2oK=O,087 a ,

inner diameter is 8 rnm, coil iength is 50 mm with 60X5

turns of Cu wire (diameter=O.5 mm), the maximum current

is 2000 A which produces the maximun magnetic field of
ilO kOe with the field uniformity of 5 iO-5/cm both slong

the coil axis and in the coil plane. The pulse duration

time is about 4.0 msec. It should be mentioned that if

one wishes to have very strong fields more than 500 kOe,
beryllium-copper helix developed by Foner and Kolm(18)

may be necessary. However, the field uniformity in such

helical layer coil may not be so high that vie may not be

able to observe a sharp resonance line sush as that of

DPPH, a standard specimen for paramagnetic resonance.

The coil is imrnersed in the liquid helium bath to keep

very low electrical resistivity. The field homogenuity
                 '
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in the coil was measured in the foliowing way: two pieces

of small DPPH were located in the resonant cavity separate--

ly' to one another keeping a distance of 5 N 10 mm and

then a pulsed field was applied. Consequently, one ob-

serves two peaks of each resonance lines separately if the

local fields at two DPPH specimens were difÅíerent. Moving

the resonant cavity in the coil, we can obtain the field

distribution and its homogenuity with high [ accuracy.

     A pick up coil and the compensation coils were wound

inside the pulsed field coil to observe the change of

magnetization at critical field. As is shown in Fig. 8,

two compensation coils with a variable resistor were used

to reject large flux change of the main coil. Tn this

system, both magnetic resonance and magnetization are ob-

servable at the same time and this method is very useful

to examine the relation between the magnetic resonance

and magnetic structure of such a metamagnetic substance.

     Now let us discuss briefly a relation between th.e

resonance line width and the band width oÅí the receivers.

There is no con6ideration about this problem but it is

important to have a sharp resonance line as a transient

phenomena. As is well known, there is a relationship '

between a signa! frequency and a cut oÅíf frequency eÅí the
                  itransmission line. We assune that the imput magnetic
tesonance signal can be described by a gaussian form as

-d i5 '



                    *a function of time. Of course the band width depends on

the sweep velocity of the external pulsed magnetic field.
Denoting the imput signal voltage to be E=Eoexp(-ctt2),

where ct being a constant, we can ealculate the cut off

frequency of the transmission line using usual techniques

of electrical dengineering and the result shows that the

cut off frequency fc is calculated to be Åíc=5fn where fn

is the nominal cut off frequency which is written by '
fn"/2>V6I7. Fig. g shows the reiation between the cut

off frequency and the sweep velocity of the pulsed magnetic

fields. Three lines corresponds to the cases where the

resonance line widths are 1 Oe, 10 Oe and leO Oe,respective-
ly. Accordingly, it is easily obtainad from Fig.g? IY that

the band width of the ainplifier system is required to be

5 Mc/sec if we have to observe the resonance of 10 Oe in

the line width when we use our pulse coil.

     Finally let us consider the ultimate sensitivity of

the pulsed magnetic field ESR spectrometry. Sensitivity

considerations under a static magnetic field has been done
by Fe}Ler(19) who showed that the minimum spin numbers

Nmin to be detectable by an ideal ESR spectrometer are
•v loll spins under an usual experimental condition. In

" If necessary, one can easily extend this discussion for

other line shapes.

-14-
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pulsed field resonance, however, it is impossible to have

this value because of the necessity oÅí wide band width in
the amplifier system. Considering a relation NininO< AHVfif-

whereAH is the resonance iine width and f represents the

band width of the transmission line, we have the ultimate
sensitivity of the minimumdetectabie spin number Nmin'vlo15.

0f course this value is an ideal one and the practical
value may be of the order of Nlo15N16 spins if we use a

superheterodyne receiver system. Consequently it is possi-

ble to observe electron spin resonance frem highly diluted

paramagnetic impurities in crystals and liquids as well as

ferro- or antiferromagnetic resonances and impurity spin

                                                      'resonance in FeC12. .

IV. Experimental results and discussions.
(1) Fe5+ impurity spin resonance in FeCl2.

     Several resonance lines were observed in i'pure'f FeC12

at each frequency range when an external magnetic field

was applied along the c-axis at liquid He temperatures.

The frequency-Åíield diagram of the resonance points is

shown in Fig. 10. At Z"5 Gc/sec, for example, resonence

absorptions were obseTved at 2kOe and i2 kOe in antiferro-

magnetic state and 27, 55 and 59 kOe in ferromagnetic state.

Fig. 11 shows the absorption line shapes in antiferromagnetic
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 state. The line widths are about 1.2 kOe for the lowest

 field resonance and 2 or 5 kOe for three resonances in

ferromagnetic state. For the resonance which occurs near

the critical field (the branch IZI), the width is not clear

because the absorption intensity is very weak comparing

with those of the other resonances. There are six branches

having a linear frequency dependence as is fihown in Fig. 10

and the effective g"value is 2 for each branch except the

branch III which acrosses the origin. Two low field

branches (branch I and II) converge to 42 Gc/sec at zero

Åíield and the braneh IV in the ferromagnetic state bisects

the abcissa at 17 kOe. There are two side lines V and VI,

both of them are parallel to the branch IV. Angular de-

pendences of these resonance lines were investigated mainly

in the antiferromagnetic state. The resonance field corre-

sponding with the branch r shows monotonic increasing when

an external field declines from the c-axis. However, the

branch XU shows a rapid decreasing when an angle between

the c-axis and the magnetic field increases. An example of

the angular dependences is: shown in Fig. Itt. Most of
these experimental data were obtained at ].'OK. These ab--

sorption linef's were very difficult to ob.e•`ive above 4.20K.

     Now let i]s consider the origin of thn",e resonance

lines. It is obvious that these resonan<'Je lines do not

correspond with those.Qf the antiferromagnetic resonance

- 16 -



because the usual antiferromagnetic resonance Srequency
                                                             (15)comes to the far- infrared frequency region as Jacobs et al.

pointed out. Of course these resonances are not explained

by paramagnetic or ferromagnetic resonances. Considering

these fact, we tried to analyie these lines by an impurity
spin resonance model comes from Fe5+ spins in FeC12. i
                          '     consider the Fe5+ impurity spins in the Fe2+ layers '

as are shown in Fig. 15(a). We assume that both the intra-
layer and interlayer exchange interactions between Fe5+

and Fe2+ spins are antiferromagnetic and are expressed by

the effective fields Hl and H2, respectively. The theory
                             (20)of superexchange interaction                                 predicts that Hl and H2

may be much smaller than the exchange field between the

intralayer ferrous spins. Moreover, f.he anisotropy energy
of Fe5+ ion is very smaii compared with that of Fe2+ ion.

Under such conditions the Fe5+ spin may easily be able to

move independently. It should be noticed that there are

three cases to be diseussed of the resonance conditions of
Fe5+ spins when the external magnetic field Ho is applied

along the c`axis. Nobicing the presence of the metamagnetic

critical field Hc(11.6 kOe), one can obtain the resonance

conditions as follows, where Hl>H2 and Hi'-H2>Hc are

assuned so as to exp]ain the experimental results.
(a) Ho < Hc •

     There are two inequivalent impurity spins in this case

- 17 --



as are shown in Fig. 15(a). The type--1 spin points in••the

direction opposite to the external fieid while the type-2

spin is parallel to Ho so that the resonance conditions for

both spins can be obtained as follows:

       tu/\ = Hl -- H2 - Ho for type l, (1)

       co/Y = Hl - H2 + Ho for type 2, (2)

where y is the effective gyremagnetic ratio of Fe5+ spins

in FeC12. Assuming g=2.00 and Hl-H2=ILv.6 kOe, theoretical

curves are drawn as are shown in Eig. 10 which shows remark-

able coincidence with the experimental results.

(b) Hc<Ho<Hl"H2' '
     As is shown in Fig. 15(b), there are no inequivalent .'

spins in this case because of the ferromagnetic arrsngement

of the host spin system. Noticing the sign of H2, the reso-

nance condition can be written as

                                        '       co/Y=Hl+H2-Ho• .(5)
                                        ,
The theoretical line is shown in Fig. 10 but there is no •'•

experimental point.
(c) Ho > Hl +H ?- .

     In thi.q case the impurity magnetic moment points para-

11el to the magnetic field and the resoance conditioniiS

                                   '                                      '      co/Y=Ho -'(Hl+H2 ). (4-)

-18-



 The theoretical line shown in Fig. IO coincides fairly well

 with the experimental result iÅí we take the effective field

 Hl+H2 to be Z7 kOe. Comparing'this value with Hl-H2 in the

 case (a), we have

        Hl = 15.8 kOe, H2 = 1.2 kO e. (5)

 It should be noted that the experimental result couid not

 be explained if one assumed a ferromagnetic Hl or H2.

      It should be noticed that Hl and H2 do not come from

 the exchange interaction only but the dipolar fieid between
 Fe2+ and Fe5+ spins should bei.taken intb aecount. The

 dipolar field in this crystal has been already discussed
 by Kanamori(11)who divided it into three parts: The Åíirst

 is the field arising from the magnetic moments within the

Lorentz sphere, the second the Loren,t. z field, and the third

 the demagnetization field comes from macroscopic surface.

The total dipolar field acting on substitutionai impurity

spin belonging to the + sublattice is given by

        Hdip = ÅëIM" + (1>2M- ' (4"/5)( M" + M- >

               -INr( }{["+M- ), (6)
Where Ol and (X)2 are the diagonal tensor.ev• obtained Åírom the

dipole sum w't ehin• the Lorentz sphere, ';" i.s the demagnetiZation

/tensor, and M+ and M" are the magnetization of the sub-

lattice per c.c. The magnitudes of Åël]. and 952 have been

.. i9 --



also calculated as

                    '       (7I)IZ :-21.g,, Åë>2Z = 8.i57 - •,•. (7)

For the impurity spin of the -- sublattice, 91L and 952 should

be interchanged

In our experiments, both the nearly spherical and thin disk

form specimens are tested. Examples of the shape dependence
will be shown in the Mn2+ resonance line later. The experi-

mental data shown in Fig. iO are of the spherical specimen

so that Lorentz field term and demagnetization part in

Eq.(6) cancels to each other. Using the calculated Value

of MÅ} = gPB<Sz> = 557 Oe/c.c., the dipolar contribution

to the effective fields Hl and H2 can be calculated as

      Hdip 1 = -7•85 kOe, Hdip 2 = --2.95 kOe. (8)

Then the exchange fields acting on the Fe5+ impurity can

be calculated as follows:

      Hl = Hex 1 - Hdip 1'

                                                     (9)
      H2 = Hex 2 + Hdip 2'

Where Hex 1 and Hex 2 mean the intra- and interlayer
exchange fields upon the Fe5+ ion, respectively. "  using

E<l5.(5), (8) and (9), one cgn obtain as '

      He. 1(AF) = 8.0 kOe, He. 2(AF) = 4.2 kOe.
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Thus the exchange interaction between the Fe5+ and Fe2+

spins are determined perÅíectXy. '
    Now we have two problems. The first of them is that

there are still unexplained resonance lines observed in

Fig. IO. The branches I, II and IV can be explained sanis-

factorily but there remain:,three branches. Of these un-

explained branahes, the branch III can be explained as the
interstitial Fe5+ resonance line as will be discussed later.

So the branch V and VI remain to be unsolved. These lines
lllf:gt:o9Mse.bfi?.Mt,,g'9r,fe oge.Mj2,iecxt:centers acc,ompanying wit? Fe2+

e--Gpe-sl+ewnt--g=--+LH However there is no evidence

whebher these centers are actually possible or not. It i'

should also be noticed that our resonance data cannot show
about the transfer motion of Fe5+ in the crystal.

The second problem is as foliows: erhe experimental results

show the effective g-value is 2.0 within the experimental L

error. Generally speaking, however, it is not}necessary

to be g=2.0 for such an impurity spin resonance because the

impurity spin interacts with the surrounding host spins

which might produce the g-shift. Accordingly, it is neces-
sary to estimate the expected g-shift of Fe5+ spin in FeC12.

Recently, localized spin waves and their g-values have been
                                                   (1)(2)(5)calculated theoretically by severai researchers.
In the case of Fe5+ spins in FeC12, however, the impurity

                  '
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is so "paramagnetic't that a model of "collective" spin wave

motion around the impurity may not be necessary. Moreover,

we should take into account both the intralayer and inter-

layer neighboring ferrous spins ss a surrounding spin system,

which is not so easy to analyze thoroughly. Considering

these facts, we tried to calculate the effective g-value oÅí

a spin-cluster systern in which a central spin So corres-
ponding with the Fe5Å} spin couples with several type 1

spins by Jl and with type 2 spins by J2, where Jl and J2

represent intralayer and interlayer exchange interactions,'

respeetively. Adding to the external field, effective

fields HEI and HE2 for the i and 2 spins are assumed as the
resultant moiecular and anisotropy fields acting on the

neighboring 1 and 2 spins. An effective spin Hamiltonian

of the spin-ciuster systern can be written as

       H = goPBHoSoZ + glPBs{itlraSIZ(Ho'HEI) r

          "g2PBinZterS2Z(Ho"HE2) " 2JISoin2ZtraSl

          "2J2SoiiiterS2' ' (10)
WherG pB is the Bohr magneton an(l 'the 6ummations take;,

each nearest neighbor ferrous srln into account. For

simplAeity S=1/2 and gl=g2 are •i{;sumed to solve the problem.

Noticing the fact that HE"HE2 and that both are large

enough compared with Ho, Ji and J2, one can calculate the
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energy splitting corresponding to So spin flopping, and we

have a deviation of the eÅífective g-value of the So spin

to be
      ,ts. - giEgo •i ,,}l.ii,,,+ ,,iii:i,,2)• (ii)

Where Nl and N2 show the ,numbers of nearest neighbor 1 and
2 spins. Evaluating Eq.(11), Ag.< 10-5 is obtained which

does not contradict experiment.

     An introduction of the Hamiitonian expressed by Eq.(10)

corresponds with a more precise treatment of the simple

calculation of the resonance conditions leading to Eqs.

(l)-(4). It is easily calculated that Eqs.(1)-(4) are

still•tappiicable if we take Hl and H2 as follows:

                       Jl
      Hl = NIJI( 1 +                              ), (i2)
                     glPBHEI

                       J2
                              ). , (15)      H2 = N2J2( 1 +
                     gl•PBHE2 •
The correction terms Jl/glpBHEI and J2/glpBHE2 are of the
           -2              so that Hl and H2 may practicaliy be consideredorder of 10

as NIJI and N2J2, respectively.

(2) Mn2+ impurity spin resonance in FeC12.

     similar experiments were perÅíormed on the Mn2+ impurity

in FeC12 with varing Mn2+-concentrations. There are two

- 25 -



merits of Mn2+ resonance in Fecl2 copared with that of Fe5+

spins. one oÅí them is that Mn2+ can be considered as the

substitutional impurity without any defects and the other

is the easiness of controling the impurity concentration.

A typical pattern of resonance absorption foT the specimen
which contains 1.5 O/o im2+ at 85 Gc/sec and 1.50K with the

external field paraliel to the c•-axis is shown in Fig.15.

tDwo resonance abso]rptions were obse]?ved at 5 and 20 kOe

and each resonance; occursat the antiferromagnetic and

ferromagnetic states, respeetively. The line widths are

O.8 kOe for the lower field resonance and 1.4 kOe for the

higher one. The absoirption intensities are proportional
to the concentration rate of Mn2+ impurity as is shown in

Fig.16, which was measured by comparing with that of IYlri-

tutton salt. The resonances were observed in all frequen-
cy ranges at 1.50K and the frequency-field diagram is

illustrated in ,Fig.17. Two low field branchs( branch I

and II ) converge to 69 Gc/sec at zero field and the high

th'eld branch ( branch ZXI ) bisects the abcissa at -5 kOe

if one extraporate the line to low field side. As in the
case of Fe5+ rrsonance, the relation between the resonance

fiels and the frequency is linear and the effective g-value

is equal to 2. lr"i' g.18 shows the temperature dependence of

absorption intensity at 45 Gc/sec, which decreases with .1, "

increaseing temperature more rapidly than i/M in usual

- 24 -
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paramagnetic resonance and resonance line disappears near
100K. Within the experimental error, the line width does

not change with varing temperature but resonance points

shift slightly to low field side with increasing tempera-
ture. As is shown in Fe5+ in FeC12, the intra- artd inter-

layer effective field Hl and H2 can be calculated from the

experimental result as are given by

                               tt
       Hl =15.8 kOe, H2 =10.8 kOe, (14)

and the exchange field was obtained by reducing the dipolar

effect ss

       He. 1(I) = 21•6 kOe, H.. 2(AF) F 15•8 kOe• (15)

It ts interesting that the intralaye]r Mn2+-lr"e2+ exchange

interaction is ferromagnetic. Models of the impurity : '

states are shown in Fig.19.

     The angular dependences of resonance points in anti-
ferromagnetic state were measured at 1.50K using micro-

waves oÅí 45, 65 and 85 Gc/sec and is shown in ts-ig.20.

All resonance fields. increase with inclining the external

field from the c-a)cis. The angular dependence illustrated

in Fig.20 can be explained as follows: The eÅífective

field responsible to the resonance frequency is the resul-
                    -} -s ..s Aatant fieZd given by Ho+Hl+H2. Since Hl+H2 points parallel

to the c-axis, the resonance frequency co can be calculated'

- 25 -
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as

       co/y = Ho2 + (Hl + H2)2 + 2Ho(Hl '-+ H2)cose                                                        (16)

where e is the angle between .the c-axis and Ho. Full

lines in Fig.20 are drawn by the formula Eq.(16) which

show satisfactory agreement with the experimental data.

(5) Interstitial Fe5+ impurity spin resonance in FeCl2.

     As was discussed previously, the resonance branch III

in Fig.IO shows somewhat difSerent properties compared with

those of the branches I, IT and IV. [Dhe absorption intens-

ity is very weak and the effective g-value is not equal

to 2.0 but shows g'=2.4 when Ho is parallel to the c-axis.

Moreover the angular dependence is quite diÅíferent as is

shown in Fig.l2. If the branch III comes from any substi--

tutional impurity, the angular dependence should be ex-

pressed by the curves as are typically shown in Fig.20,

because the effective mokecular fields acting on the

impurity is always nearly parallel to the c-axis. To ex--

plain such peculiar properties of the branch IU resonance,
we assumed the presence of an interstitial Fe5+ impurity

spin between the Cl-Cl layers. Of course it may be impos.
sible to have an isolated Fe5+ interstitial impurity in the
                                                         '
crystal because of the charge neutrality principle.
Perhaps itt-maisr-ggg-iE-[tw-enS;.sr-#lac"--a-EeE2!---;egu;,aiELtea

i7c3f eoh v"Ax 6c ett
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                                                      . This

model is not inconsistent with the fact that the branch III

resonance becomes weak and diminishes finally when a single

crystal of as--grown FeC12 is annealed enough. The proposed
model of the interstitial Fe5+ ion is shown in Fig.21(a).

     To discuss the electron spin resonsnce of such an

impurity, the following simplified model is assumed.

Suppose a three spin system So, Sl and S2 corresponding

with the interstitial and two nearest neighbor interlayer

spins, respectively. This simplified model is given in

Fig.21(b). Assuming each spins to be S=1/2, the foilowing

effective spin Hamiltonian is introduced, namely,

              J-S "" -      H = gopBHoSo + glpBHo( Sl + S2 )

                J .-s .S .iN .5 A .-s.        •t• glliB( HEISI + HE2S2 )+ 2JS.( Sl + S2 ), (17)

Where simbols are shown in.Fig.21(b), and the Åíirst and

second terms are Zeeman energies, the third term means the

effective molecular field enrgy acting on the neighboning

Sl and S2 spins and an isotropic exchange interaction is

assumed between So and Sl+S2 as is giben by the last term.
Now it is assumed that the terms concerning with HEif- HEB,.,LL

and J are large enough compared with other terms. Then the

perturbation calculation is possible after diagonalizing
                                                      -HEi, HE3 and J terms. Effect of the Å~-components of HEI

                         -27-
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    Jand HE2 can be calculated by the usual tratment of the theory
of antiferrornagnetism.(21) As the result, the resonance •

character corresponding the spin flopping of the central

spin So can be described by the efCective g-tensor as is

given by

       gt/ = (l •- 2c12)go + 2c12gl

                                                        (18)       gL = ( 1 - c12 )go + 2clc2gl

Where cl and c2 are parameters representing the mixing.

ratio of the spin functions. Considering the experimental
result ( g/l = 2.4 ), cl is determined as

                      (l5)                            The value ef g.Lis determinedwhere gl=4.0 is used.

as gi=10 so as to explain the experimental result as is

shown in Fig.22.- This means that c2 should be as
                               '
                                                        '

Considering these values of ci and c2, we can estimate the

exchange interaction J as '

      J(F) •v 2o cm-l (21)
Where HExZ ev 10 cm-Z and HA (anisotropy.field energy of Fe2+

spin) N 2o cm"1 are taken inte account according to the

-28-
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antiferromagnetic resonance daba.(15) This shows the ex-

chsnge interactionsbetween the interstitial Fe5+ spin,.

and neighboring Fe2+ spins are ferromagnetic and fairly

strong.
 Ycotat, en the next pptee•

(4) Mn2"-Mn2+ pair resonance in FeC12.

     Recently we found that several sets of resonsnce
lines are newly observed when Mn2+ concentration increases

in Feem2. Roughly speaking, these new lines seem to be
hyperfine structure of main rln2+ resonance although separ-

ations are too wide. Several examples are shown in Fig.25.

The experimental features are sumalized as follews: Mhe
number of resonance lines are 4 or s including the p{n2+

main line but the relative absorption intensity is not

equivalent and varies with varing temperature. Fig.25(a)

shows the absorption lines observed at 4.20K using 45 Gc

/sec microwave. When temperature decreases down to l.50K,

the absorption ratio of each resonance lines ehanges aS

are shown in Fig.25(b). Temperature dependence of the

absorption intensity is shown in Fig.24, and the frequ-

ency-field diagram of these lines is illustrated in Fig.

25. These new lines are explained by weakly coupled
I"In2+-T{n2+ intralayer pair model in FeC12. 41}bs-e-U;ec"-i-

-s]abrA-Hall-,".#entan--ia!-tms--ease-ts-giver+-asisr

s

.-a A - pt " ....s

- . -
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We do not discuss here in details.

 On the other hand, the theory of superexchange interaction
predicts that the lsoo-interaetion(20)may be dominant for

such an interstitial Fe3+ spin considering the crystal

symmetry, and suggeststhat the exchange interaetion between
Fe2+ and Fe3+ spin is antiferromagnetio. This fact is

against with our model, but it is diffieult to determine

the path and sign of the superexdhange interaction at

present.
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                  'V. Concluding discussions.

(1) Review of the experimental results.

     We have discussed about various kinds of impurity spin

resonances observed in FeC12 at low temperatures. The

important point to be able to observe such an impurity spin

resonance in an ordered magnetic material is that the im-

purity spin couples weakly to the host spin system and the

anisotropy energsr should be diÅíferent from each other.

Accordingly these impurity resonance are, not alwsys obserb-

able in ferro-- or antiferromagnetic crystals. As FeC12 is

an Ising--like spin system, these resonances were observed

fortunately. We also tried to obserVe otiNe.r impurities
such as co2+ and Ni2+but there was no ret:f)nance correspond-

ing to these in,purities. It may be also interesing to

change the hosf• c]rystai. For example, iiz}i•urity sPin reso-

nance in FeBr2 may be also interesting.

(2) The superexchange interaction oÅí impurity spins.
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      We consider briefly here the reason why the intra--
layer exchange interactions between Fe5+ or Mn2+ and host

Fe2+ spins are reversed in sign, and why the resonance ab-

 sorption could not be observed in the case of co2+ and Ni2+

impurity. The properties of impurity spins in FeCl2 are

concerned to the superexchange interactions of pure anhyd-

rous chloride oÅí these atoms, i.e. FeCls, MnC12, CoC12 and

NiC12, which were treated theoretically in details by
Kanamori.(20) Ac'cording to his theory, the total exchange

interaction will decrease winh decreasing number of 5d
electrons for Fe5+ or Mn2+ taking severai possibie excv"ange

path5 into account and the. sign is uncertain while the strong

ferromagnetic superexchange interaction exists in the case
of Ni2+. co2+ and Fe2+ are considered to be simiiar as

Ni2+ from thir electronic configurations. These facts are

strongly related to their ordering temperatures (see Table 1)

and the spin strnctures determined by neutron difraction
measurements,(5)<22) that is, the N6el temperature of

IYtnC12 is lower than those of other chlorides by a factor

about l/10 and MnC12 has very complicated spin structure

in which there are both intralayer ferro- nnd antiferro-
magnetic coup'iings of Mn2+ spins forming (t nains. similar

conditions are a]so expected for these sJ,iis in FeC12, and
explain our experimental results qualitat.tvely. Fe5+ or

Mn2+ impurity in Fec12 couples with surrounding Fe2+ spins

- 52 -



through weak interaction of which sign may be reversible

easily by slight diference of circumstances, for instance,

local distortion of lattices beÅëause of diÅíerence of the
ion radius or excess charge of Fe5+. On the other hand,

the spins such as co2+ or Ni2+ coupie with Fe2+ strongiy,

and they are no longer regarded as Oparamagnetic spin".

The re6onance frequencies of these ions are estimated to

be con$iderably high and they may lie in a spin wave band

of host spins, so that this fact makes impossible to observe
the resonance absorptionsof co2+ and Ni2+ impuritX'es.

                                         .
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Fig. 1.

Fi g.

Fig.

Fig.

2

3

4

.

.

.

          Figure Captions.

Crystal structure of FeCl2.

 (a) Layer structure of FeC12e

    A, B, and C Bhow the types of packing.

 (b) A ixnit oetahedron.

 (c) Xntralayer nearest neighbors and next

    nearest neighbors in adjacent layers.

Spin arrangements of FeC12 in (a) antiferro"

magnetic state and (b) ferromagnetoc state.

Magnetization of FeC12 when a static magnetic

field is applied along the c-axis. Demagnetiza-
tion effect is eorrected. After 6no et.al.(9)

Magnetization of FeC12.

 (a) DeÅíerential curve of magnetization when

    a pulsed magnetic field is applied to the

    c-axis. The abcissa is time and the curve

    increasing and decreasing gradually with "{,L

    time indicates the change of the intensity

    of ,the magnetie field. jGThe another is the

    change of magnetization with increasing and

    decreasing fieid.

,(b) Detaiited eurve of (a) with increasing field.

(c) Magnetization integrated from (a). large

    hysteresis effect is shown in Hc. Demagneti-
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1;'ig.

)iig'

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

5.

6.

7•

8.

9e

Fig. 10.

Fig,11.

lriig. 12 •

Fig.15.

Fi g. 14.

  zation effeet is not correeted.

Cut view of the cryostat.

Schematic view of the rotating specimen holder

which is made of polystylene and i,$ inserted in

the microwave cavity.

Block diagram of the measureing systern te observe

magnetic resonances using pulsed magnetic fieid.

Schematic view of a pick up coil and compensation

coils wound inside the pulsed field eoil.

A nomocraph of the relation between the cut off

frequeney fc of the detecting system ( amplifier

and synehroscope ) and the sweep veloeity of

pulsed magnetic field.
Frequency--fieid diagram of be]e5+ resonances.

Solid lines except branch III are the theoretical

lines in accord with liqs.(1) d- (4).

'ehe absrption curve of keie5+ resonances at 4s Gc/sec

and 1.50K. A small absorption near the eritical

field appears wÅ}th Qnly increasing field because

of the hysteresis effect of FeC12.
Angular dependence of Ipe5+ resonance points in

antiferromagnetie state oÅí FeC12.
Spin arrangemnnts of Fe3+ spin in FeC12.

                              'Possible models of the defeets in FeC12. Large

chlorine ions may not change the nearly close-
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Fig.15.

Fi' g.16.

Fig.17.

)'ig. 18.

Fi g. 1 9.

I"j g. 20.

Fi g.21.

packed structure and only small iron ptoms may change

their positions or eharges.
rlhe absorption curve of Mn2+ spin resonances in

FeC12 at 85 Gc/sec and 1.50K. The left sharp

line is the resonanee absorption in antiferro-

magnetic state of FeC12 with increasing field,

and the other two lines are the absorption in

ferromagnetic state.

Concentration variation of absorption intensity

at i.50K. wt.ofo is neariy equal to atmie "/S in

these mixed crystals.
i"requency-field diagram of lvin2+ resonanees.

Solid lines are the theoretical lines corres-

ponding to each Btate in biig.19.

Temperature dependenee of absorption intensity
of ivin2+ resonance at 4s Gc/see.

JC pin arrangements of IYln2+ gpin in )ieC12.

Angular dependence ef Brn2+ spin resonanee points

in antiferromatnetie state. Solid lines are the

theoretieal lines in accord with Eq.(16).
(a) A model of interstitial Fe5+ spin in FeC12•

(b) Simplified model of three spin system."

    Hm and HE2 inalude both the exchange and

    anisotropy Åíield acting on Sl and S2, respect-

    ively.
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Fig.22.

Fig.25.

Fig.24.

Fige25•

VariaÅ}ion of effective g'e-value with inclining

the external field from the c-axis. Experimentai

points are reduced from Fig.12 and theoretieal line

is calculated taking gt,=2.4 and gL=10.
structures of resonanee patterns of ivin2+•-Mn2+ pair

at (a) 4.20K and (b) l.4"K and at 45 Gc/sec.
                          2+Specimen contains 5.7 ofo Tdm                              impurities.

Temperature dependences of the absorption int-
ensities of rdn2+•-Mn2+ pair resonance for i.7 %

  2+im     specimen.
                              2+                                   2+Frequency--field diagram of Nm                                -Mn                                      pair reso-

nanee. Dotted 1'tneg are thediretical ones in

aceord with Eq.(25).
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lvinC12

FeC12

FeCls

coCl2-

NiC12

   e

 ( OK)

 -5.5

 48.0

-ll.5

 58.1

 68.2

  [I,
  7t. ev,Ax

( OK)

24

25

    [I]
     Cr root:

  ( OK)

1.96, 1.81

  23.5

    ?

  24.9

  49.6

The bransition at 1.960K of MnC12 is from

state to the antiferromagnetic state and

at 1.81QKis to a second antiferromagnetic

 the paramagnetic

the transition

modification.

     The

chlorides

         Table 1

transition temperatures of

 of iron group.

some anhydrous
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